MEMORANDUM
TO:

Members, Utah State Board of Education

FROM:

Joel Coleman
Interim Chief Executive Officer

DATE:

August 8, 2014

DISCUSSION:

LEA Parent Curriculum Review Committee

Background:
The Board has engaged in discussions around local control of curriculum and instructional
materials. A Board member has requested the opportunity to have dialogue about creating
policy for LEAs to require local parent curriculum and material review committees.
Key Points:
The Instructional Materials Commission reviews materials at the state level for alignment with
Utah Core Standards and other issues determined by the Commission.
Anticipated Action:
The Standards and Assessment Committee will have a discussion on the possibility of crafting
rule about the involvement of local parent committees in curriculum and materials reviews.
Contact:

Sydnee Dickson, Interim Deputy Superintendent, 801-538-7515

250 East 500 South P.O. Box 144200 Salt Lake City, UT 84114-4200

Voice: (801) 538-7517 Fax: (801) 538-7768
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Schools around the country, including some in Utah, engage in the routine practice of including parents
on curriculum review or advisory committees. Many districts have schedules for the purchase and
adoption of textbooks that include parent representation and individual schools often determine
additional curriculum materials or programs with parent input. However, in a search of district
websites, information about this process could not be found. Charter schools, as part of their
application to the Charter Board, describe curriculum or methodology that might be used. This decision
may or may not involve parents beyond the Board.
The issue for the Utah State Board of Education to discuss is whether or not Board policy should be
crafted to ensure schools and districts include parent review committees when making determination
about curriculum materials.

*Attached are two samples from school district websites in Great Falls, Montana and Fairbanks, Alaska
outlining the district practice and invitation to participate in parent curriculum committees.

